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Abstract

The increasing complexity of traffic dynamics has under-
scored the necessity for advanced traffic safety description
and analysis, challenging the efficacy of current method-
ologies in comprehensively understanding and predicting
safety conditions from transportation videos. This paper
addresses these challenges by analyzing specific segments
crucial for precise traffic safety descriptions. Through
this examination, we introduce an innovative preprocess-
ing method named ”segment extraction”, facilitating the
creation of a novel segment-based training dataset. Addi-
tionally, we present a practical two-stage training frame-
work specifically tailored for this dataset. This frame-
work is designed to produce accurate descriptions of traf-
fic safety by incorporating the unique attributes of our
segment-based training datasets. Leveraging these con-
tributions, our method achieved a notable 2nd rank with
a score of 32.8877 in the AI City Challenge Track2 test
set: Traffic Safety Description and Analysis 2024. The
source code for the proposed approaches is openly acces-
sible at https://github.com/AIVIETNAMResearch/AI-CIty-
2024-Track2

1. Introduction

Securing traffic safety by captioning and analyzing data re-
quires the complex process of observing pedestrians’ focus
on streets and providing warnings about nearby dangers.
This study area has recently gained significant recognition,
driven by the rapidly evolving demand for smart city so-
lutions and infrastructure [27]. The combination of traffic

Caption pedestrian: The pedestrian, a male in his 30s, was 
standing still on a main road in an urban area. He was wearing a 
gray T-shirt and black short pants. The weather was cloudy with 
bright visibility, and the road surface was dry and level. The 
pedestrian's body was oriented in the same direction as the vehicle 
that approached him. He was positioned diagonally to the right, in 
front of the vehicle. Despite being unaware of the vehicle's presence, 
he closely watched the parked vehicle in his line of sight. The 
relative distance between the pedestrian and the vehicle was far. The 
road had a one-way traffic flow with three lanes and sidewalks on 
both sides. It was a weekday, and the pedestrian seemed to have no 
awareness of the usual traffic volume on this road.

Caption vehicle: The vehicle was moving at a constant speed of 
10km/h. It was positioned behind a pedestrian and was quite far 
away from them. The vehicle had a clear view of the pedestrian. It 
was going straight ahead without any change in direction. The 
environment conditions indicated that the pedestrian was a male in 
his 30s with a height of 160 cm. He was wearing a gray T-shirt and 
black short pants. The event took place in an urban area on a 
weekday. The weather was cloudy but the brightness was bright. The 
road surface was dry and level, made of asphalt. The traffic volume 
was usual on the main road that had one-way traffic with three lanes. 
Sidewalks were present on both sides of the road.

[appearance] [location] [environment] [attention] [action]  

Figure 1. Segments analysis of a sample from the WTS dataset.
The segments include appearance, location, environment, atten-
tion, and action. Each segment is represented by a distinct color, as
shown at the top of the figure. The underlined text represents parts
of sentences that include information relevant to another segment.
Nonetheless, we assign the sentence to the most relevant segment
to meet certain criteria outlined in section 3.1.1.

captioning and analysis is crucial for improving road safety
[17, 30]. By using data from car safety cameras, this tech-
nology helps monitor how pedestrians behave on streets, al-
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lowing for quick responses to potential dangers. This re-
search area has become increasingly important due to the
growing demand for advanced infrastructure in smart cities.
As cities become more connected and technologically ad-
vanced, there is a greater need for effective traffic manage-
ment solutions [24, 26]. This paper explores the task of
text-video traffic analysis, aiming to provide valuable in-
sights for improving road safety in modern cities.

In text-video traffic analysis, interpreting the multidi-
mensional context of videos, tracking objects across frames,
and generating coherent text pose significant challenges.
The work in [9] underscores the necessity of developing
techniques like hierarchical training based on frame rates
and dual attention mechanisms to enhance the alignment
between textual content and video, thereby mitigating mem-
ory and time constraints. Compared to models converting
images to text, models transforming video to text confront
distinctive computational challenges, a scarcity of high-
quality data, and ambiguities in video captioning.

Capturing the necessary information for the model is the
primary challenge in captioning dense traffic videos. The
model needs information about environmental factors such
as weather, traffic density, road conditions, and pedestrian-
centric variables such as appearance, attention levels, and
corresponding actions. Figure 1 shows a sample from the
Woven Traffic Safty dataset [12], demonstrating the com-
plexity of the captions in dense traffic videos. Producing
detailed and reliable informative captions that capture this
information is challenging and crucial for improving traffic
safety. This paper aims to address this challenge by follow-
ing a divide-and-conquer strategy. We divide the complex
traffic captions into smaller pieces called ”segments” and
develop a model to tackle each segment individually. Our
contributions can be summarized as follows:

• Firstly, we conduct an in-depth analysis of specific seg-
ments crucial for accurate traffic safety descriptions and
develop an innovative preprocessing method named ”seg-
ments extraction” to construct a novel segment-based
training dataset.

• Secondly, we propose a practical two-stage training
framework tailored for this dataset, enhancing the gen-
eration of precise traffic safety descriptions.

• We evaluate our approach on the Track 2 test set: Traf-
fic Safety Description and Analysis 2024 of the AI City
Challenge [34]. Our method achieved a notable 2nd rank
with a score of 32.8877, demonstrating the effectiveness
of our contributions.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews
current traffic analysis methodologies. Section 3 presents
our comprehensive method, integrating advanced semantic
and contextual understanding techniques. Section 4 evalu-
ates our framework’s performance, emphasizing efficiency
improvements. Section 5 concludes with implications for

future traffic management systems and areas for further re-
search.

2. Related Work
2.1. Image captioning

Image Captioning The evolution of image captioning has
been marked by the transition from Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNNs) to transformer-based generative approaches.
Initially, LSTMs, as highlighted by Vinyals et al. [33], uti-
lized global visual features to initialize the network’s hid-
den state for caption generation. Building on this, Xu et
al. [36] introduced an attention mechanism that aligned the
model’s focus with relevant image features for each pre-
dicted word. Further advancing this concept, Anderson et
al. [1] developed a two-layer LSTM model that refines
the focus on image features through an iterative attention
process across layers, enhancing the specificity and rele-
vance of generated captions. Building on the foundation
established by RNN-based techniques, the image caption-
ing domain has embraced the Transformer decoder module,
introduced in [31], by employing a cross-attention mecha-
nism in the caption generation workflow, as demonstrated
in various studies [7, 8, 23]. This exploration is further
enriched by the integration of vision-language models that
have been pre-trained on extensive datasets of image-text
pairs [13, 14, 18, 37, 38], highlighting a pivotal shift to-
wards leveraging large-scale pre-trained models. Notably,
Zhou et al. [38] introduced a model that merges the modal-
ities of images and text into a unified Encoder-Decoder
structure, paving the way for more integrated approaches.
Zhang et al. [37] dedicated their efforts to augmenting vi-
sual features through an object detection module, enhanc-
ing the model’s ability to interpret and caption images ac-
curately. Subsequently, Li et al. [13] introduced an inno-
vative vision-language framework utilizing an asymmetri-
cal design coupled with cross-modal skip connections to
optimize computational efficiency. The BLIP model [14]
then tackled the challenge of data quality in pre-training sets
by proposing a method to filter out noise, thereby improv-
ing data integrity and, consequently, the model’s captioning
proficiency.

2.2. Multimodal Large language model

Image LLMs A widely adopted strategy for enhancing im-
age and video captioning models involves integrating a pre-
trained large language model (LLM) for text generation
conditioned on visual inputs. A key challenge is design-
ing an effective adapter to connect the LLM’s text genera-
tion with visual features. BLIP-2 [15] addresses this issue
by introducing the Q-Former, which efficiently aligns visual
tokens with the LLM’s embedding space, integrating inputs
without additional fine-tuning. Following this, Liu et al.
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[22] proposed a versatile visual assistant framework that ex-
cels in various tasks, including image captioning, emphasiz-
ing the importance of selecting instruction-tuning datasets
for optimal model performance. Building on the theme of
advanced visual processing, Bai et al. [2] introduced a mul-
timodal Large Language Model (LLM) designed to under-
stand bounding box annotations. This capability is essential
in the context of densely populated real-world automotive
footage.

Video LLMs Drawing inspiration from the ground-
breaking contributions of [22], Lin et al. [19] advanced
dense video captioning by integrating video data with lin-
guistic features and enhancing feature alignment. The
MoE-LLava model [20], an extension of these principles,
employs a Mixture of Experts (MoE) framework to boost
model efficacy while maintaining a compact model size.
Despite these advancements, a notable limitation of these
approaches is their underperformance in grounding-based
tasks, attributed to the absence of such functions in their
pre-training data. This limitation is critical for captioning
footage from vehicle-mounted cameras, where precisely an-
choring textual descriptions to visual elements is crucial.
In light of this, leveraging image-centric LLMs with object
grounding capabilities might offer better outcomes for car
camera captioning tasks than video-centric models. Image-
focused LLMs’ inherent object recognition and localization
strengths could provide a more solid foundation for gener-
ating contextually relevant and precise captions in automo-
tive applications. Building on this premise, we utilize the
work of Qwen-VL [2], a robustly pre-trained vision large
language model with strong grounding capabilities.

3. Proposed Method
This section thoroughly explains our proposed pipeline,
as shown in Fig. 2. We begin by describing the data
preprocessing approach employed to create our innovative
segment-oriented training dataset. Following this, we ex-
plain our training and inference pipelines, designed to pro-
duce an in-depth traffic safety analysis.

3.1. Segment Extraction

The Woven Traffic Safety (WTS) dataset provides an in-
depth spatial and temporal analysis dataset of pedestrian-
centric traffic footage. The dataset requires captioning for
pedestrian-centric and vehicle-centric features. As shown
in Fig. 1, pedestrian-centric captioning requires generat-
ing text about specific segments from the segment set µ,
including: 1) appearance: the pedestrian’s appearance, age,
and height, 2) environment: the surrounding environment
around the pedestrian and the vehicle, 3) location: the
pedestrian’s location relative to the vehicle and 4) atten-
tion: the visibility and behavior of the pedestrian concern-
ing the vehicle. In addition to appearance, environment,

and location segments, vehicle-centric captioning requires
segment action, describing the vehicle’s movements. Based
on the observations above, we present a novel data prepro-
cessing methodology for precise segment extraction. This
method consists of two main phases: pre-segment and dy-
namic prompt segment phase.

3.1.1 Phase 1: Pre-Segment

In the first phase, we utilize LLM to divide the description
into specific segments. However, according to [4], LLM
fails on complex tasks in zero-shot settings. Therefore,
we employ the technique of few-shot prompting to guide
LLM toward accurate segment division. The design of few-
shot prompts is based on the methodology presented in [5].
From our observation, each sentence in the description may
belong to many segments, combining many attributes. As
shown in Fig. 1, our human-labeled segmentation strat-
egy assigns sentences belonging to multiple segments to
the most dominant segment. In this approach, we accept
the trade-off between precision in segment extraction and
the preservation of sentence structure. However, employ-
ing our human-annotated process directly for the design of
few-shot prompts can lead to ambiguity for LLM when they
encounter complex samples characterized by multiple seg-
ments.

Consequently, in this phase, to guarantee accurate ex-
traction of segments, we design our few-shot prompts to di-
rect the LLM on retaining elements relevant to the required
segment only. Our few-shot prompt technique is shown in
Fig. 3, which ensures that the LLM receives clear guidance
on adequately structuring its output and producing precise
segment extraction. Figure 2a shows a complete overview
of our pre-segment phase.

3.1.2 Phase 2: Dynamic Prompt Segment

During the pre-segment phase, the output may combine
multiple sentences from the original caption and exclude
irrelevant information for precise segment extraction, as
shown in Fig. 4. In addition, we notice some paraphras-
ing in the source sentences; the output segments occasion-
ally lose some of the required elements. Furthermore, we
also encounter some misclassification compared with our
human-labeled segment. As a result, using this output di-
rectly for training could significantly reduce model perfor-
mance, especially given the wide range of stylistic descrip-
tions in the WTS dataset. This variability implies that train-
ing with such rephrased and incomplete segment-based data
may considerably hinder the model’s ability to produce var-
ious caption styles and its accuracy in capturing detailed
information. Therefore, to overcome such a problem, we
introduce a novel post-processing approach. This module
functions as an automated voting system, classifying each
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 LLM Segment 
Extractor

Rule- based 
Sentence 
Extractor

Video Caption

Appearance Segment

Attention Segment

Sentence N

Sentence 1

...

...

Embedding 
Model

Appearance Embedding

Attention Embedding

Embedding 1

Embedding N

...

...

Nearest Neighbor Mapping

Appearance Segment

Attention Segment

Location Segment

Environment Segment

Pre- segment Dynamic Prompt Segment

Sentence i
...

Sentence j

(a) Segment extraction pipeline. This preprocessing stage is divided into pre-segment and dynamic prompt segment phases. In the first phase, the video
caption is divided into sentences and segments using the sentence and the LLM segment extractor. Leveraging embedding similarity, the nearest neighbor
mapping function associates sentence ith obtained from the first phase with the segment most closely related in the next phase. Here, we illustrate an
example of sentence i being classified into a location segment.

Appearance Segment

Attention Segment

Location Segment

Environment Segment

Rewrite 
Prompt

Template
Original Caption

Qwen- VL

Qwen- VL

Question Prompt Segment Caption
Autoregressive

Training

Autoregressive 
Training

x4 Segments

(b) Training pipeline. Firstly, for each segment generated from the segment extraction phase of a training sample, a video frame and a question prompt
designed specifically for that segment are used as input to the Qwen-VL model. The objective is to train the model to generate that specified segment
accurately. Secondly, given a rewrite prompt, we train the Qwen-VL model to combine those generated segments to obtain the original description of the
video scenario.

Qwen- VL

Segment captioner

Qwen- VL

Appearance Segment

Attention Segment

Location Segment

Environment Segment

Rewrite 
Prompt

Template
Final Caption

Rewriter

(c) Inference pipeline. Each segment is extracted from the video frame using the corresponding Qwen-VL’s LoRA adapter for that segment. Then, all
information is synthetic, using the rewrite Qwen-VL module to provide the final caption.

Figure 2. Overview of our proposed method for training a multi-model system to generate safety descriptions from traffic videos involving
data preprocessing pipelines, training procedures, and inference mechanisms.

sentence from the original description into the segment that
most closely aligns with it, thereby simulating our human-
labeled segment procedure. Specifically, this process in-
volves dividing the video description into a set of sentences
α using the period (’.’) as a delimiter with α = {χi,∀i ∈
N} where χi is the ith sentence and N is the number of sen-

tences in the caption. Subsequently, an embedding model
E is employed to derive embedding vectors for each sen-
tence in the original caption γi = E(χi),∀i ∈ N where
γi is the embedding vector of sentence ith in the caption.
Similarly, for each segment information extracted from the
origin caption by LLM: δj = E(ϵj),∀j ∈ µ where δj is
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Fixed Few Shot Prompt

User:
Paragraph: The pedestrian, a female in her 40s, stands diagonally to the right and in front 
of the vehicle, with her body oriented perpendicular to the vehicle and to the left. She is 
closely watching the passing vehicle, unaware of its presence. As she prepares to cross 
the road, she wears a purple T-shirt on her upper body and black slacks on her lower 
body. Standing on the sidewalk of an urban area, this situation occurs on a bright and 
clear weekday, with dry and level asphalt as the road surface. The road is a main road 
with one-way traffic and one lane. Despite the usual traffic volume, the pedestrian 
remains unaware of the vehicle due to her line of sight being occupied by the passing 
vehicle.

Answer:

Assistant:
- appearance: The pedestrian, a female in her 40s, she wears a purple T-shirt on her upper 
body and black slacks on her lower body.
- location: She stands diagonally to the right and in front of the vehicle, with her body 
oriented perpendicular to the vehicle and to the left. Standing on the sidewalk of an urban 
area.
- environment: The road is a main road with one-way traffic and one lane.  This situation 
occurs on a bright and clear weekday, with dry and level asphalt as the road surface
- attention: She is closely watching the passing vehicle, unaware of its presence. Despite 
the usual traffic volume, the pedestrian remains unaware of the vehicle due to her line of 
sight being occupied by the passing vehicle.

Figure 3. An example of our predefined few-shot prompt to direct
the LLM for segment extraction.

the embedding of segment ϵj . Finally, we measure the sim-
ilarity between the attribute extracted in the previous phase
and each split sentence from the origin caption and cate-
gorize the split sentences into the most relevant segment.
Let νi be the segment for the sentence ith in the caption,
νi is computed as: νi = argmaxj({S(δj , γi)|∀j ∈ µ}),
where S represents the cosine similarity function. The over-
all pipeline for our dynamic prompt segment phase is shown
in Fig. 2a.

3.2. Training Pipeline

We can divide these segments into spatial and temporal at-
tributes based on the segment set defined in the preced-
ing section. Segments such as appearance, location, and
environment are spatial attributes, implying that they do
not require temporal information from consecutive video
frames for accurate captioning. On the other hand, atten-
tion and action segments are temporal attributes, neces-
sitating temporal information from successive frames. In
the literature, high-performance video models that can per-
form temporal captioning, such as Video-LLaVA [19] and
VideoChat2 [16], have limited capabilities in providing de-
tailed captions for specific instances in videos. Conversely,
recent advancements have showcased the impressive abil-
ity of image-based models to offer detailed instance cap-
tioning. As a result, we chose Qwen-VL [2], a robust
vision-language model noted for its ability to understand
and identify particular instances, as the foundation of our
training pipeline. Figure 2b shows the division of our train-
ing pipeline into two steps. We first perform training Qwen-
VL on each segment individually with question prompts de-

signed specifically for each segment. However, piecing to-
gether all attributes in a predetermined order to form the
final caption may not yield the best results. Certain seg-
ments could appear as several sentences spread throughout
the caption rather than in one continuous section. There-
fore, in the following training phase, Qwen-VL is trained
to combine and refine the segments generated from the ini-
tial phase, resulting in a detailed and precise video descrip-
tion. We follow Qwen-VL’s guidelines, which incorporate
instruction-tuning techniques for fine-tuning and employ-
ing cross entropy as the loss function. This loss function is
computed for one sample as follows:

L = − 1

M

M∑
m=1

log
exp(ŷm,c)

C∑
j=1

exp(ŷm,j)

{ym,c ̸= ignore}, (1)

where C is the total number of classes in the model’s cor-
pus, M is the sentence length, ym,c is the m token labeled
with class c, ŷm,j is the corresponding model output logit
for the m token of class j and ignore indicate the ignore
token.

For the inference process, as shown in Fig. 2c, we first
generate a set of segments for each video sample. Follow-
ing this, we utilize the rewrite module to combine these seg-
ments into a cohesive description.

4. Experimentals
4.1. Track 2 Datasets

Our proposed model is trained and tested using the WTS
dataset, which includes two subsets of data: internal and
external. The dataset is divided into training, testing, and
validation sets. The internal subset contains over 1,200
video events spanning over 130 unique traffic scenarios,
captured from various viewpoints, including vehicle ego
and fixed overhead cameras. The external subset encom-
passes around 4,800 publicly available pedestrian-centric
traffic videos sourced from the BDD100K dataset. Each
video sample has five phases: pre-recognition, recognition,
judgment, action, and avoidance. For each phase, detailed
captions are provided from the perspective of both pedestri-
ans and cars, referred to as pedestrian captions and vehicle
captions, respectively. In our current approach, we consider
each stage a distinct sample and examine each perspective
separately. We leave the exploration of the interconnections
between stages and perspectives for future research.

4.2. Evaluation Metrics

To measure the accuracy of the candidate caption compared
to the origin caption, the evaluation system for track 2 uses
four metrics, including BLEU [25], Rouge-L [21], Meteor
[3], CIDEr [32] then compute the average score as follows:
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Original Caption

Human-labeled

The pedestrian, a male in his 20s with a height of 180 cm, was standing still on a main road in an urban area. He was dressed in a navy blue jacket and black slacks. It was a clear and bright day, with the road 
surface dry and the visibility good. The pedestrian's orientation was perpendicular to the vehicle and to the left, while his position was diagonally to the right in front of the vehicle. From his line of sight, it 
appeared that he was closely watching the passing vehicle. However, the pedestrian was unaware of the vehicle's presence. Despite being far away from the vehicle, he seemed to have a clear view of it. The 
road had two lanes and sidewalks on both sides. Overall, it was a normal weekday with usual traffic volume. The event captured the pedestrian's static state on a main road, unaware of the vehicle passing by.

Phase 2: Dynamic Prompt SegmentPhase 1: Pre-SegmentSegments

appearance

- The pedestrian a male in his 20s with a height of 180 cm, 
was standing still on a main road in an urban area. 
- He was dressed in a navy blue jacket and black slacks.

- The pedestrian, a male in his 20s with a height of 180 cm, 
was dressed in a navy blue jacket and black slacks. 

- The pedestrian a male in his 20s with a height of 180 cm, 
was standing still on a main road in an urban area. 
- He was dressed in a navy blue jacket and black slacks.

environment

- It was a clear and bright day, with the road surface dry and 
the visibility good. 
- The road had two lanes and sidewalks on both sides. 
- Overall, it was a normal weekday with usual traffic volume.

- It was a clear and bright day, with the road surface dry and 
the visibility good. 
- The road had two lanes and sidewalks on both sides.
- Information loss.

- It was a clear and bright day, with the road surface dry and 
the visibility good. 
- The road had two lanes and sidewalks on both sides. 
- Overall, it was a normal weekday with usual traffic 
volume.

location

- The pedestrian's orientation was perpendicular to the 
vehicle and to the left, while his position was diagonally to 
the right in front of the vehicle.

- His position was diagonally to the right in front of the 
vehicle, with an orientation perpendicular to the left of 
the vehicle.
- He was standing still on a main road in an urban area.

- The pedestrian's orientation was perpendicular to the 
vehicle and to the left, while his position was diagonally 
to the right in front of the vehicle.

attention

- From his line of sight, it appeared that he was closely 
watching the passing vehicle. 
- However, the pedestrian was unaware of the vehicle's 
presence. 
- Despite being far away from the vehicle, he seemed to have 
a clear view of it. 
- The event captured the pedestrian's static state on a main 
road, unaware of the vehicle passing by.

- From his line of sight, it appeared that he was closely 
watching the passing vehicle.
- Despite being far away from the vehicle and having a 
clear view of it, the pedestrian was unaware of its 
presence. 

- Information loss.

- From his line of sight, it appeared that he was closely 
watching the passing vehicle. 
- However, the pedestrian was unaware of the vehicle's 
presence. 
- Despite being far away from the vehicle, he seemed to 
have a clear view of it. 
- The event captured the pedestrian's static state on a 
main road, unaware of the vehicle passing by.

Figure 4. A case study for our segment extraction pipeline. In the diagram, red highlights identify text rephrased compared to human-
labeled annotations. The term information loss marks positions where certain segments do not contain the required information. Blue
highlights indicate sentences that have been misclassified into an incorrect segment. The use of green highlights showcases the role of
phase 2 in structure-preserving and information loss filtering on the result from phase 1.

Score =
BLEU + Rouge-L + Meteor + CIDEr

4
. (2)

4.2.1 BLEU

BLEU provides an automatic and quantitative estimate of
the quality of the candidate sentence compared to the target
sentence. The formula to calculate the BLEU score:

BLEU = BP × exp

(
NB∑
n=1

wn · log
(

clipped countn
countn

))
,

(3)

where BP represents the brevity penalty, and it is calculated
as follows:

BP =

{
1 if cl > rl

e
(1− rl

cl
) if cl ≤ rl

, (4)

where NB is the maximum n-gram order, wn is the weight
associated with the n-gram order n, clipped countn is the
total count of n-grams of the candidate sentence that appears
in the target sentence but not exceeding the total count of
that n-grams in the target sentence, countn is the total count
of n-grams in the candidate sentences, and cl and rl is the
length of candidate sentence and the reference sentence. In

the competition, the evaluation benchmark uses NB = 4
and wn = 1/NB .

4.2.2 Rouge-L

The Rouge-L metric primarily evaluates the longest com-
mon subsequence (LCS) between the generated and refer-
ence description. The Rouge-L metric is formulated as:

Rouge-L =
(1 + β2)RlcsPlcs

Rlcs + β2Plcs
, (5)

where

Plcs =
LCS(X,Y )

cl
, (6)

and

Rlcs =
LCS(X,Y )

rl
, (7)

where LCS(X,Y ) represents the length of the longest
common subsequence between the reference string X of
length rl and the candidate string Y of length cl. In the
competition benchmark, β is set to 1.

4.2.3 Meteor

The Meteor metric employs a comprehensive approach that
extends beyond simple unigram matching, considering var-
ious linguistic aspects such as unigrams and word order to
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assess the quality of machine-generated translations com-
pared to human-produced reference translations. The Me-
teor metric is calculated as follows:

Meteor = Fmean · (1− Penalty), (8)

where
Penalty = 0.5(

chunks

um
)3, (9)

Fmean =
10PR

R+ 9P
, (10)

P =
um

cm
, (11)

and
R =

um

rm
, (12)

where chunks is the number of matching chunks (a chunk
is a set of unigrams positioned next to each other in the
reference and the candidate), um is the number of mapped
unigrams between the reference and the candidate sentence,
cm and rm are the unigram counts in the candidate and the
reference sentence, respectively.

4.2.4 CIDEr

The CIDEr (Consensus-based Image Description Evalua-
tion) metric quantifies the coherence between a generated
caption and human-written reference captions for the same
image. The definition of the CIDEr metric between can-
didate sentence ci and a set of image descriptions Si =
{si1, ..., sim} is calculated as follows:

CIDEr(ci, Si) =

NC∑
n=1

wnCIDErn(ci, Si), (13)

where

CIDErn(ci, Si) =
1

m

∑
j

gn(ci) · gn(sij)
∥gn(ci)∥∥gn(sij)∥

, (14)

and

gk(sij) =
hk(sij)∑

ωl∈Ω

hl(sij)
log

 |I|∑
Ip∈I

min(1,
∑
q
hk(spq))

 .

(15)

Each sentence is represented using a set of n-grams. ωk is
an n-gram of a set of one or more ordered words. The num-
ber of time an n-gram ωk occurs in a reference sentences sij
is denoted by hk(sij) or hk(ci) for the candidate sentence
ci. gk(sij) is the TF-IDF [29] weighting for each n-gram
wk by Eq. 15. Ω is the vocabulary of all n-grams, and
|I| is the number of images in the set of all images in the
dataset. gn(ci) is a vector formed by gk(ci) corresponding

Segment Extraction Technique Score
Pre Segment 57.5951

+ Dynamic Prompt Segment 91.3527

Table 1. Evaluation score between combined segments with origi-
nal description on the training set of the external subset.

to all n-grams of length n and ∥gn(ci)∥ is the magnitude of
the vector gn(ci). Similarly for gn(sij). In the competition,
uniform weight wn for each n-gram is set to 1

NC
, NC = 4,

and the number of references description per candidate sen-
tences m = 1.

4.3. Implementation Details

Our study utilizes the Mistral 7B model [11] as the LLM
segment extractor and incorporates the MiniLM [35] model
for embedding extraction. For the external subset, our train-
ing parameters comprise a batch size of 6 with gradient
accumulation set to 8. The initial learning rate is set at
1e-4, and the training procedure takes three epochs. For
the internal subset, the checkpoint trained on an external
dataset served as the initializing point for training. While
retaining the batch size and gradient accumulation config-
uration from the external subset training, we reduced the
learning rate to 1e-5 and extended the training duration to
5 epochs. Furthermore, we adopt different batch sizes to
train the rewrite module: 4 for the internal subset and 6 for
the external subset. In addition, we use the AdamW opti-
mizer and Cosine Annealing learning rate scheduling tech-
nique in all of our studies, with a warm-up ratio of 0.01.
During training, we also leverage Deepspeed ZeRO [28],
Gradient Checkpointing [6], and LoRA [10] techniques to
achieve parameter-efficient fine-tuning of large-scale pre-
trained vision-language models. All of our experiments are
conducted on a single A6000 GPU.

4.4. Ablation Studies

4.4.1 Impacts of each segment extraction process

This section explores how the segment-based data, derived
from each stage of our preprocessing pipeline, impacts the
evaluation metric. For notational clarity, we denote envi-
ronment as ”E”, appearance as ”A”, attention as ”AT”, ac-
tion as ”AC”, and location as ”L”. Figure 4 shows the
outcomes of applying each segment extraction process on
a training sample. It is observed that the segments from the
initial phase are often the paraphrased versions of human-
labeled segments, with notable information loss. However,
after the second phase, the output is balanced between seg-
ment extraction accuracy and sentence structure preserva-
tion. Some information missing in the first phase is added
during the second phase, resulting in a complete segment-
based dataset. For a comprehensive evaluation, Table 1
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Training method Score
Single LoRA 34.4306

+ Per Segment Pedestrian LoRA 34.5050
+ Per Segment Vehicle LoRA 34.7804

Table 2. Evaluation score for each training method. The evaluation
score for using a single adapter across all segments is presented in
the first row. The second and third rows highlight the enhance-
ment achieved by switching from a single adapter for all segments
to individual adapters for each segment, applied sequentially to
pedestrian and vehicle captions.

is constructed to benchmark the paraphrasability resulting
from each stage of our preprocessing phase when applied
to the external training data of the WTS dataset compared
with the original caption. We use the metric defined in Eq.
2 to evaluate our experiments from this section onward. For
evaluation purposes, we concatenate all segments in the or-
der {A, E, L, AT} and {AC, L, A, E} for pedestrians and ve-
hicles, respectively. Noticeably, after adopting the dynamic
prompt segment phase, the score increases significantly by
60% in the mean score, indicating that a decrease in infor-
mation loss and an improvement in the preservation of sen-
tence structure heavily influenced the metric’s outcome.

4.4.2 Single vs Multiple adapter

In this part, we examine how the training method affects
the performance of our proposed framework. Initially, we
fine-tuned the Qwen-VL model on our segment-based train-
ing dataset by creating dialogue data following [2] for in-
struction fine-tuning. This involves constructing dialogues
that consist of a question-and-answer pair for each segment,
one by one. However, based on our observations, each seg-
ment can be treated individually as its information can be
inferred independently; thus, we attempt to train an adapter
expert for each segment. Following the same combination
sequence as the previous section, Table 2 reveals that train-
ing an individual adapter for each segment improves per-
formance over training a single adapter for all segments by
0.3498 mean score, increasing from 34.4306 to 34.7804.

4.4.3 Rewrite Module

In this section, we first explore the impact of the combined
sequence order on the evaluation score and conclude the
need for our rewriting module. We perform experiments on
several combination sequences of pedestrian caption as il-
lustrated in Table 3. The findings reveal a significant impact
of sequence order on the scores. Specifically, the sequence
{A, AT, L, E}, outperformed the sequence {L, AT, E, A} by
0.059 in the external subset. However, it fails to perform as
well as {L, AT, E, A} in the internal subset, 30.4965, com-

Combined Method External Internal Score
E + A + AT + L 34.2668 29.9008 32.0838
A + E + L + AT 34.7804 30.3989 32.5896
A + AT + L + E 35.0753 30.4965 32.7859
L + AT + E + A 35.0163 30.7010 32.8586

Rewrite 36.0801 32.1105 34.0953

Table 3. Performance scores for various sequence combinations
when merging pedestrian and fixed vehicle segments to {AC, L,
A, E}. The second and third columns show the scores for external
and internal validation subsets, respectively, while the final col-
umn presents the average score across these subsets. The last row
evaluates the performance of our rewrite module.

Rank Team Name Score
1 AliOpenTrek 33.4308
2 AIO ISC(Ours) 32.8877
3 Lighthouse 32.3006
4 VAI 32.2778
5 Santa Claude 29.7838
6 UCF-SST-NLP 29.0084
7 Monitor 28.7485
8 X 27.7771
9 HCMUS AGAIN 22.7371

Table 4. Leaderboard on the full test set of Track 2 in the AI City
Challenge 2024. Our proposed method achieved 2nd rank with a
score of 32.8877.

pared to 30.7010, highlighting the unexpected influence of
sequence arrangement on evaluation results.

Subsequently, we introduce a rewrite module designed to
function as a dynamic combiner. This module accepts a set
of segments, determines the optimal sequence for combi-
nation, and dynamically refines the resulting sentences for
each video sample. As indicated in Table 3, our rewrite
module significantly surpasses the performance of the pri-
mary fixed combination approach by 1.2367 mean score,
showcasing its effectiveness in enhancing the coherence of
the combined caption.

Our proposed method achieved 2nd rank on the whole
test set with a score of 32.8877, as shown in Table 4.

5. Conclusion
This paper has addressed the challenge posed in Track 2
of the AICITY Challenge 2024, which involves generat-
ing safety descriptions for pedestrians depicted in video
footage. We introduce a robust methodology for tackling
this problem by leveraging the capabilities of pre-trained vi-
sion language models and our novel data preprocessing ap-
proach. Additionally, we define the fundamental motivation
driving our solution, describe its inherent limits, and outline
potential areas for further research and advancement.
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